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Abstract All major United States institutional advo-

cates for research on the biology of aging and for the

leading causes of death assert that aging is the greatest

risk factor for these deaths. Nevertheless, all fail to

support research on the etiology of aging despite

having mechanisms to do so. Aging is a problem in

physics and not biology. It is a multibillion dollar

miss-understanding to believe that the resolution of

any or all age associated diseases will reveal infor-

mation on the underlying aging process. The goal in

research on the etiology of aging is to use the new

revolutionary methods to study single molecules and

their constituent atoms to uncover the qualitative and

quantitative status of molecules in old cells that differ

from that in young cells. These differences are the

conditions that can explain why a common cause may

exist for the risk factor for all age-associated diseases.

The tyranny of the phrase ‘‘research on aging’’ could

apply to almost any human institution. In the absence

of a strict definition when used it has become a costly

error in gerontology communication. Research on the

biology of aging has become its greatest victim.

Because aging is a universal manifestation of the fate

of all matter, it is the provenance of the National

Science Foundation because its stated purpose

excludes research in the medical sciences.
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NIH � NIA � AFAR � Alzheimer’s association � NSF �
Tyranny of ‘‘research on aging’’

Introduction

Bordering on scandal, research on the cause of aging

in life forms is not a major priority for any organiza-

tion in this country with ‘‘Age’’ or ‘‘Aging’’ in its title.

This neglect is inexplicable because the mantra

believed by most physicians, geriatricians and bio-

gerontologists is that ‘‘Aging is the greatest risk factor

for the leading causes of death.‘‘ It does not require a

great leap of intellect to ask: ‘‘Then, why is research on

the etiology of the greatest risk factor that increases

vulnerability to cancer, cardiovascular disease, stroke,

and Alzheimer’s disease (AD), ignored?’’.

This question arose as early as 1942 (Cowdry 1942)

and again in 1951 when, after surveying dozens of

laboratories worldwide, the father of American geron-

tology, Nathan Shock, found that ‘‘…relatively few

are planning to pursue fundamental studies on the

aging process (Shock 1951).’’ Nothing has changed to

this day despite the repetition of this complaint

(Strehler 1962; Comfort 1979). My efforts and those

of others, to encourage funding for research on the

etiology of aging by major institutions like the

National Institute on Aging (NIA) and the American
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Federation on Aging Research (AFAR) have been met

with silence.

The field of aging is the only area of biomedical

research where causation is ignored. This inexplicable

omission is compounded by the fact that aging is a

universal human phenomenon for all who live long

enough to experience it. Even for those in good health,

that condition is merely the slowest rate of aging and

dying.

The greatest risk factor for age associated diseases

is neglected in favor of research on the diseases

themselves

In 1995, a pioneering effort was made by Richard

Adelman to bring attention to this neglect, by

publishing a remarkable paper entitled, ‘‘The

Azheimerization of Aging’’ (Adelman 1995). Adel-

man argued that the NIA disproportionately supports

research related to Alzheimer’s disease at the expense

of research on the fundamental biology of aging. In the

25 years since this astute observation was made this

imbalance has worsened. Organizations that have

‘‘Aging’’ in their titles do not support research on ‘‘the

greatest risk factor for all age associated diseases.’’ To

conduct research on the diseases themselves is indis-

putable. However, to ignore research on the greatest

risk factor for their occurrence is indefensible.

The main focus of research by bio-gerontologists

has been on age-associated diseases yet, even if all

were to be eliminated, knowledge of the underlying

aging process that increased vulnerability to them will

remain a mystery. But the aging process will continue.

This logic has a parallel to the outcome of the

resolution of childhood diseases like Wilms’ tumors,

iron deficiency anemia and many infectious diseases.

Their elimination did not advance our understanding

of childhood development. Other areas of research in

bio-gerontology are descriptive or pursue attempts to

slow or stop the aging process. Descriptive studies are

unlikely to yield information on etiology and efforts to

modify the aging process defy the laws of physics to be

described later.

Of all the biological sciences, gerontology is unique

in having historical roots that extend to the earliest

writings on the human condition. More than

3500 years ago, an epic poem described efforts of

the Sumerian King Gilgamesh to achieve immortality.

From that time to the present, humans have mused

about this idea in every form of written, verbal and

physical expression. This rich historical heritage has

attracted an uninterrupted lineage of snake oil mer-

chants, charlatans, con men, swindlers, and quacks

that extends from Gilgamesh to the present day

(Gruman 1966). Perhaps the best known efforts to

achieve immortality were those made by the Medieval

alchemists who toiled to produce a mythical substance

called the ‘‘Philosophers’ stone’’ that was believed to

enable the transmutation of base metals into gold. It

was also called the ‘‘Elixir of life’’ with the capability

of rejuvenation, slowing aging and achieving immor-

tality (Gruman 1966).

The modern alchemists

Today, like the former rich and powerful, their modern

counterparts have the same goals in the form of

funding hundreds of biotech startup companies. Plus

ça change, plus c’est la même chose. In these modern

efforts there seems to be little understanding that there

is an enormous difference between the molecular

biology of what determines the longevity of life forms

and what causes their aging. Longevity is determined

by anabolic processes and addresses the question,

‘‘Why do life forms live as long as they do?’’ Aging is

a catabolic process that addresses the question, ‘‘Why

do longevity systems eventually fail?’’ These oppos-

ing phenomena will be discussed later.

There is a general failure to understand that

manipulating the genome or anabolic processes in

living forms which may increase longevity, or cure a

disease, tells us nothing about the dysfunctional or

missing molecules that characterize the catabolic

process of aging. Research on the bio-gerontology of

aging is unique because of the common belief that the

goal is to interfere or manipulate the process. How-

ever, research on aging should not be different from

the goals in many other areas of research on human

developmental biology. Research on the biology of the

zygote to adult development is not done with the

intention of reversing, slowing, or stopping these

normal processes. Satisfying curiosity itself is a

legitimate goal and it is the only goal in most basic

scientific research.
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Efforts to encourage research on the etiology

of aging

In the past fifty years, efforts by me and a few others to

persuade the leadership of major institutions like the

National Institute on Aging (NIA) and the American

Federation on Aging Research (AFAR) to emphasize

funding research on the etiology of aging have been

met with silence. One explanation given for this

failure is that the leadership of NIH, private charities

and congressional decision makers do not understand

the need to conduct research on the etiology of aging.

They do understand the importance of research on age

associated diseases because they may have experi-

enced a family member or a friend, suffering from an

age associated disease. They do not understand why

the ‘‘age associated’’ part of the phrase was critical to

increasing vulnerability to the disease that they

observed. There is a need to educate the community

of advocates who support biomedical research to

understand why the etiology of aging is fundamental

to their concerns.

Biological aging is not a disease

The centuries-old debate about whether or not aging is

a disease has been a distraction from efforts to fund

research on its cause. As far ago as 1903, a statement

by Elie Metchnikov, a founder of bio-gerontology,

stated that: ‘‘Old age is not a disease and cannot be

cured. …’’ (Metchnikov 1903). I have supported this

belief with the following evidence: Unlike any

disease, age changes:(a) occur in every multicellular

animal that reaches a fixed size in adulthood; (b) cross

virtually all species barriers; (c) occur in all members

of a species only after the age of reproductive

maturation; (d) occur in all animals removed from

the wild and protected by humans even when that

species probably has not experienced aging for

millennia; (e) occur in virtually all animate and

inanimate matter; and (f) have the same universal

molecular etiology, that is, thermodynamic instability.

Unlike aging, there is no disease or pathology that

shares these six qualities (Hayflick 2001, 2007a, b).

The NIA research portfolio on age-associated

diseases omits research on the greatest risk factor

for those diseases

The Director of the NIA, Richard J. Hodes, M.D., in

his discussion of its ‘‘Strategic Directions for

Research, 2020–2025’’ states: ‘‘Despite these

advances, aging itself remains the most significant

risk factor for many chronic diseases and conditions,

including Alzheimer’s disease and related forms of

dementia (AD/ADRD), most types of cancer, many

types of heart disease, osteoporosis and hip fracture,

kidney failure, and diabetes (NIH NIA Budget). In its

2021 budget proposal the NIA states: ‘‘Aging itself is

the major risk factor for many disabling diseases and

conditions, and NIA-supported research is exploring

the basic mechanisms through which aging is associ-

ated with disease and dysfunction’’ and finally,

‘‘Aging is a primary risk factor for many diseases

and frailties. The NIA Division of Aging Biology

(DAB) supports research to determine the basic

biochemical and genetic mechanisms underlying the

processes of aging at the cell, tissue, and organ

levels…’’ (NIH NIA Budget).

If the magnitude of biomedical research funds can

be used as a guide to interest in the major risk factor for

age-associated diseases, then the NIA budgets are

informative. The Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 budget for

‘‘Aging Biology’’ was $262,439,000 (actual). For FY

2019 the budget (enacted) was $317,816,000. For FY

2020 the President’s budget is $272,599,000 (NIH

NIA Budget).

The ‘‘NIH Research Portfolio Online Reports’’ that,

for these 3 years, 126 research grants were awarded

for, ‘‘aging’’ and ‘‘geroscience.’’ Despite the NIA

statements, not one of the 126 grants made during

these three years suggests that it intended to conduct

research for what the NIA Director states is ‘‘…the

most significant risk factor for many chronic dis-

eases…’’ (NIH Budget). No effort is to be made to

encourage research on aging at a level lower than those

‘‘underlying the processes of aging at the cell…le-

vel…’’. Yet, to be described subsequently, there is

substantial evidence that the etiology of aging occurs

at the molecular level. The Office of the Director of the

NIA reports the existence of a ‘‘Look AHEAD’’

program (in which) ‘‘…our May (2020) National

Advisory Council on Aging meeting’s approved con-

cept is: Continuation of Look AHEAD (Action for
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Health in Diabetes)…(NIA NIH Budget). No Look

AHEAD program exists for research on the greatest

risk factor for diabetes.

In spite of these statements by the leaders of the

United States largest and most influential institutions

that advocate for research on aging, there is no

evidence that their words have led to support for

research on its etiology.

The NIA ‘‘geroscience interest group’’ (GSIG)

The GSIG states ‘‘Aging itself is by far the greatest

risk factor for most chronic diseases and disabilities

which affect older adults.’’ (NIH NIA GSIG). The

Division of Aging Biology (DAB) states in the NIA

2020 budget document that ‘‘DAB coordinates the

groundbreaking trans-NIH GeroScience Interest

Group (GSIG). Under the hypothesis that slowing

the rate of aging will have a beneficial impact on many

health parameters, GSIG promotes studies into the

interactions between the biology of aging and the

biology of diseases and age-related loss of resilience.

Most NIH Institutes participate in the GSIG,

…(which) has held three Summits to generate scien-

tific ideas and momentum in the field, the most recent

of which was in November 2019.’’ (NIH NIA GSIG).

It is questionable whether the GSIG efforts are

‘‘groundbreaking’’ by stating that ‘‘Most NIH Insti-

tutes participate in the GSIG…’’.

During my tenure as a founding member of the

Counsel of the NIA, and Chairman of its Executive

Committee, representatives from The National Cancer

Institute, the (then named), National Heart Institute,

and the National Institute of Neurological Disorders

and Stroke attended as observers and often offered to

collaborate because of their shared belief that aging is

the greatest risk factor for the diseases studied by these

institutes. As to the ‘‘…three Summits to generate

scientific ideas and momentum in the field…’’ there is

no evidence that the summits resulted in any award by

the NIA or any ‘‘…NIH Institute (s) (that) partici-

pate(s) in the GSIG…’’ to conduct research on the

etiology of aging. The GSIG also states that: ‘‘Under

the hypothesis that slowing the rate of aging will have

a beneficial impact on many health parameters, GSIG

promotes studies into the interactions between the

biology of aging and the biology of diseases …’’ (NIH

NIA GSIG). The GSIG ‘‘…hypothesis that slowing the

rate of aging…’’ contradicts the underlying law of

physics that governs the rate of aging (to be discussed

later). Also stated by the GSIG: ‘‘Aging itself is by far

the greatest risk factor…’’ yet no GSIG support exists

for exploring its etiology.

The two billion dollar missunderstanding:

Alzheimer’s advocates omit research on its greatest

risk factor

The budget for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) was

removed from the NIA budget because of its enormity.

Francis S. Collins, M.D., Ph.D., Director of the NIH,

states: ‘‘…NIH will prepare and submit to the

President, (and) Congress, this annual professional

judgment budget through 2025. Only two other areas

of biomedical research (Alzheimer’s disease is the

third)—cancer and HIV/AIDS—have been the subject

of such special budget development aimed at speeding

discovery. This approach is often referred to as a

‘‘bypass budget’’ because of its direct transmission to

the President and then to Congress without modifica-

tion through the traditional Federal budget process.’’

(NIH Budget).

The Director continues ‘‘We have built the …Bud-

get estimate for FY 2020 starting with the estimated

(enacted) funding level for AD/ADRD research from

FY 2018—$1915 million. The FY 2019 estimate for

AD/ADRD spending, based on the President’s budget,

is $399 million below the FY 2018 estimated (enacted)

level.’’ The FY 2020 ‘‘Budget (for AD/ADRD) is

$2393 million (NIH, What we do). In comparison, the

FY 2019 NIA ‘‘enacted’’ budget for what is labeled

‘‘Aging Biology’’ was $317.8 million and for FY 2020

the President’s ‘‘Aging Biology’’ budget is $272.6

million (NIA Budget). The NIH FY 2020 budget for

AD/ADRD is almost nine times greater than the entire

FY 2020 NIA budget for ‘‘Aging Biology.’’ (NIH

Budget).

Nevertheless, Dr. Collins stated in his FY 2019

budget ‘‘Age is the greatest risk factor for Alzheimer’s

disease,’’ and in FY 2020 he stated ‘‘…that age is the

biggest risk factor for Alzheimer’s…’’ (and) …for

dementia, … (NIH Budget). Of the hundreds of NIH

grants awarded in FY 2018 and 2019 no institute

named for a leading cause of death awarded a grant to

support research on the greatest risk factor for the

disease about which they bear responsibility. Yet, the
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National Cancer Institute states that ‘‘Advancing age

is the most important risk factor for cancer overall…’’

(NIH NCI). The disparity in funding AD/ADRD vs the

‘‘Biology of Aging’’ becomes more evident when the

former is combined with the budgets of the NIH

institutes who conduct research on the three leading

age-associated causes of death. The resolution of these

causes would add several years to average human life

expectancy. The resolution of AD as a cause of death

would add about two months (Anderson 1999; Arias,

Heron and Tejada-Vera 2013).

The Alzheimer’s Association ignores its greatest

risk factor

The Alzheimer’s Association ‘‘…is the leading vol-

untary health organization in Alzheimer’s disease

care, support and research….’’ For FY 2019 ‘‘…rev-

enues equaled more than $393 million (Alzheimers

Association). For ‘‘FY 2019 $62.2 million is allocated

for research (Alzheimers Association). No Alzhei-

mer’s disease research grant explores the greatest risk

factor for Alzheimer’s disease.

The American Federation for Aging Research

(AFAR) ignores what its name implies

The AFAR states: ‘‘The biological processes of aging

are the greatest risk factors for many chronic diseases

and disabilities that affect us …’’, and ‘‘By treating

aging–not just age related disease–we can stay

healthier longer’’, ‘‘Understanding the biology of

aging is key to unlocking the etiology of the chronic

diseases of old age’’ and ‘‘… aging is the major risk

factor for…the leading causes of death.’’ (AFAR).

Since 1981, AFAR has provided more than $178

million to more than 4100 researchers and students. Of

the 108 FY 2017 and FY 2018 grants none conduct

research on the cause of biological aging (AFAR). The

AFAR research grant portfolio supports age-associ-

ated diseases, descriptive studies, the determinants of

longevity or efforts to slow or stop the aging process.

AFAR does not encourage grant applicants to

research the cause of biological aging. However,

AFAR has embraced the NIA’s ‘‘Geroscience’’ stating

that ‘‘… a promising shift in the scientific commu-

nity’s approach began…in 2013 amid newfound

attention to aging research… (by) …understanding

the relationship between aging and age-related dis-

eases, known as geroscience…’’ (AFAR). This ‘‘new-

found attention to aging research…’’ (which)

allegedly ‘‘began… in 2013’’ actually had its ‘‘promis-

ing shift’’ described more than two thousand years ago

in the Old Testament. ‘‘In 1 Kings 1:14, King David

was then in his seventieth year, this decrepitude was

not the natural result of extreme old age, but the

consequence of a sickly constitution… ’’ (King James

Bible).

As described above, in 1951, Nathan Shock found

that after surveying dozens of laboratories worldwide

‘‘…relatively few are planning to pursue fundamental

studies on the aging process…’’ Most were studying

age-associated diseases (Shock 1951). Sixty years ago,

when I entered this field, nothing was more funda-

mental to me and my handful of bio-gerontologist

colleagues than was the ‘‘… relationship between

aging and age-related diseases…’’. The erroneous

belief that this ‘‘relationship’’ is new and requires

coining a new name is illustrative of the failure to

understand the history of this field (Hayflick 2004).

Several years ago I organized a series of three

annual workshops to define common terms in the field.

The first term considered was ‘‘aging.’’ The several

dozen senior bio-gerontologist attendees could never

agree on a definition. To coin an undefined synonym

for an undefined existing term is illogical.

The greatest risk factor for the leading cause

of death is a problem in physics, not biology

The goal of research on aging should not be to slow,

stop, or reverse this immutable process. It is to define

the molecular landscape in old cells that increases

vulnerability to age-associated diseases. The net loss

of functional molecules and/or the accumulation of

unrepaired dysfunctional molecules are necessary and

sufficient stochastic events to cause aging processes in

both living forms and in inanimate objects. The cause

is the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics and increasing

entropy. Thermodynamic instability produces dys-

functional molecules or their net loss.

In proteins, for example, the precision of their

three-dimensional folded structures cannot be main-

tained indefinitely because their hydrogen and other

bonds are constantly bombarded by the chaotic
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random movement of adjacent water molecules and

their components or ‘‘The Molecular Storm’’ (Hoff-

mann 2012).

The structural changes that occur in complex

biomolecules that lead to their dysfunctional state

occur at the nanoscale and their accumulation is the

start of age changes that escalate to produce changes at

higher levels of organization. The energy stored in

chemical bonds maintains structure and function but

tends to dissipate from being localized and eventually

succumbs to the Second Law of Thermodynamics.

Entropy is the measure of the spontaneous spread of

the internal energy of a molecule to its surroundings as

energy seeks equilibrium. The law applies to mole-

cules in both living and inanimate objects and to their

repair shops. Aging does not require instructions to

occur (Hayflick 2007a, b, 2016).

Of critical importance for understanding the etiol-

ogy of biological aging is the quantitative and

qualitative status of molecules in old cells compared

to those in young cells. The accumulation of dysfunc-

tional or malfunctioning molecules, or their loss,

provides the milieu that increases vulnerability to age-

associated diseases. This occurs in both cells late in a

lineage and in old non-dividers because both experi-

ence constant intracellular molecular turnover.

A striking finding of the differences found in the

molecular milieu of old, but not young, cells could be

that the risk factor for the increased vulnerability for

all age-associated diseases may have a common cause

(Hayflick 2001, 2007a, b). This finding is now

achievable because of the recent discovery of dozens

of methods to examine complex biomolecules at the

molecular and atomic levels.

Mechanisms already exist for conducting research

on the etiology of aging

Several existing mechanisms are often promoted by

the NIA to encourage grant submissions in areas of

bio-gerontology of lesser importance than is research

on the cause of aging. These mechanisms are:

‘‘Requests for Proposals (RFP)’’, a ‘‘Funding Oppor-

tunity Announcement (FOA)’’ an ‘‘R34’’and even

requests for RO1 grants. The published goals of the

NIA and GSIG leaders are ‘‘…to catalyze the devel-

opment of new tools, models and paradigms that

address the basic biological underpinnings of multiple

diseases’’ (NIH NIA, NIH NIA GSIG). Nevertheless,

none of these mechanisms have been used by the NIA

or the GSIG to achieve this goal.

In contrast, the January 2020 concepts that the NIA

Council ‘‘…approve(d) for emphasis during this fiscal

year…’’ are: ‘‘Development of …Training and Edu-

cation Platforms for AD/ADRD Caregivers that Focus

on… Financial Management and Legal Planning. Late

Onset of Alzheimer’s Disease (LOAD) Family-Based

Study (FBS) (and)…Research for the Prevention of …
Chronic Conditions and Their Consequences. (NIH

NIA Budget). The three areas ‘‘…of biomedical

research… (to be pursued) are determined by ‘‘..pro-

fessional judgement…’’ to be ‘‘…speeding discov-

ery…(of)… cancer, HIV/AIDS and Alzheimer’s

Disease.’’ There is no evidence that the Directors of

the United States largest institutions that support

research on the leading causes of death (and on aging)

have encouraged efforts to support research on the

latter’s etiology. This irony occurs in spite of the

multiple statements quoted above by these Director’s,

who claim that aging is the greatest risk factor for the

diseases for which their organizations bear

responsibility.

Methods exist that allow research on individual

biomolecules and their constituitive atoms

Several revolutionary methods now exist that can

provide an understanding of how the molecular

landscape of old cells differs from that of young cells.

These methods include sequencing, detecting, identi-

fying, and quantifying nucleic acids, proteins, and

peptides. They also allow for high-throughput analysis

of proteins and their post-translational modifications,

interactions and degradation.

Mass-spectrometry (MS) technologies now permit

the identification, characterization, analysis and quan-

titation of proteins in single cells. The quantification of

about 50,000 proteins (median number of proteins in a

human cell) in hundreds of single cells is now possible.

Furthermore, MS has the potential to measure cross-

linked protein complexes and their sub-cellular loca-

tions (Slavov 2020). Also now available is a biolumi-

nescence technique that is ‘‘sensitive enough to detect

target nucleic acids or proteins at attomole (10-18) or

lower levels.’’ (Slavov 2020). Other techniques detect

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or use single
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molecule localization microscopy, needle-shaped

nuclear magnetic resonance on a chip, femtosecond

crystallography and single cell RNA sequencing

(Cheng et al. 2018).

Microscopists agree that the recent invention of

near-atomic-resolution cryo-electron microscopy

(cryo-EM) will revolutionize our ability to see the

activity of individual atoms in proteins and to map

their 3D shapes in unprecedented detail. This will

allow the ability to see how proteins function in health

and malfunction in disease (Cheng 2018). Atomic-

resolution maps are precise enough to unambiguously

discern the position of individual atoms in a protein, at

a resolution of around 1.2 angstroms (1.2 9 10–10 m).

This level of resolution can identify individual

hydrogen atoms, both in proteins and in their sur-

rounding water molecules. One protein structure

revealed never-before-seen details that included the

water molecules in the pocket where a specific

chemical sits. A database of 10,000 protein structures

determined by cryo-EM already exists (Singh 2020,

Xiao-chen et al. 2015, Wikipedia).

The tyranny of the phrase ‘‘Research on Aging’’

The rubric ‘‘Research on Aging’’ could specify

research on any physical entity or on virtually any

time-dependent aspect of human or other life form

from the molecular level to the whole animal, object,

or groups of each (Hayflick 2002). This universal

embrace is one of the most serious past and present

problems in the field called ‘‘Research on Aging.’’ It is

also one of the least understood or appreciated

problems. Yet, the impact that this language failure

has had on the field, and will continue to have, is

extraordinary.

Those who direct and/or fund ‘‘Research on Aging’’

often have little understanding of the imprecision of

this term. Examples are given above where this phrase

has been used by several major institutional advocates.

Medically licensed researchers, who care for older

adults, or do research on age-associated pathology, are

distinguished from medically unlicensed biologists by

the term ‘‘Geriatrician.’’ Biologists in the field of

‘‘Research on Aging’’ often identify themselves as

bio-gerontologists or cyto-gerontologists. Others who

use no specific identifier and do ‘‘Research on Aging’’

might be care-givers of older adults, nurses,

psychologists, sociologists, economists, statisticians,

architects, politicians, journalists or any other indi-

vidual or group that has interests in some aspect of

chronological or biological aging (Hayflick

2002, 2016).

When the term ‘‘Research on Aging’’ is used it is

impossible to understand what group, or individual, of

the hundreds who qualify is being identified (Hayflick

2002, 2016). Research funds that are appropriated

under the rubric ‘‘Research on Aging’’ could mean

research on one or more life forms or physical entities

considered to be chronologically old or old by some

arbitrary measure. Rarely is clarity provided. This

communication failure might share blame for the lack

of research support to advance our understanding of

the cause of the greatest risk factor for the leading

causes of death. The research funds for what the NIA

calls ‘‘Aging Biology’’ or ‘‘Research on Aging’’ is

largely expended for research on longevity determi-

nants, descriptive studies or age-associated diseases.

The availability of funds for age-associated disease

research is several orders of magnitude greater than

what is available for research on the fundamental

biology of their greatest risk factor. What is far more

significant is that most decision and policy makers

believe that their support for research on the resolution

of age associated diseases will reveal information

about the fundamental physics of aging. It cannot

(Hayflick 2001, 2007a, b, 2016).

The resolution of any age-associated disease has

not in the past, nor will it in the future, improve our

understanding of the etiology of aging. A century ago,

the leading cause of death in old age was pneumonia,

often called ‘‘the old man’s friend’’ (with its sexist

overtones). Pneumonia is no longer one of the leading

causes of death in old age and its resolution did not

advance our knowledge of the cause of aging. Nor will

the resolution of any other age-associated pathology.

The National Science Foundation (NSF) and old

things considered

The ‘‘NSF is the only U.S. federal agency whose

mission includes support for all fields of fundamental

science and engineering, except for medical

sciences.’’ (NSF). Aging is a universal phenomenon

experienced by all matter. It is not confined to the

‘‘medical sciences.’’ Because its etiology is a problem
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in physics and not biology all aspects of aging are the

provenance of the NSF.

Unlike the NIH, the NSF provides some marginal

evidence for their interest which has been demon-

strated by their support for several workshops on

aging. One, held in 2016, titled ‘‘Aging and Failure in

Biological, Physical and Engineered Systems’’ was

significant because it brought together those interested

in both the aging of biotic and abiotic entities. The

universality of aging and its likely common cause

attributable to The Second Law of Thermodynamics

therefore was tacitly recognized by the NSF.

Presentations on aspects of aging in inanimate

objects included the physics of failure, fatigue, creep,

wear, corrosion, dissipation of energy (The Second

Law) probabilistic models (identical to biotic life

expectancy) and the mean time to failure. One

significant conclusion by the engineers was that

‘‘Entropic damage provides a more fundamental

approach to degradation, damage and aging assess-

ment in reliability engineering.’’ A presentation sup-

ported by the Office of Naval Research exemplified

the support by several other military and civilian

branches on the aging of both abiotic and biotic

entities. However, of the hundreds of NSF grants, only

two ten-year old studies on gene action can be

considered relevant to research on the cause of

biological aging. Nevertheless, this notion has been

eclipsed by evidence that no instructions are required

to guide the process of aging in either biological or

physical systems (NSF).

In Defense of the NIH, NIA and AFAR

There is a logical defense for the decades of neglect by

the NIH, NIA and AFAR to support research on the

etiology of aging for which they bear responsibility.

This defense also applies to the major institutes of the

NIH that are responsible for research on the leading

causes of death and who have failed to support

research on the greatest risk factor for the diseases

whose responsibility they have. Despite the existence

of a logical defense these organizations have never

invoked it. Logic dictates that because the etiology of

aging is a property of all matter, and not restricted to

biomedicine, the proper provenance for research on

why aging is a problem in physics and not biology is

the National Science Foundation.
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